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Nurturing innovation with a total of 7,800 patents and 
patent applications
A global leader in products, solutions, and services for industrial process measurement 
and automation, Endress+Hauser helps its customers optimize production efficiency, 
safety, and environmental safeguarding. To support a competitive strategy based on cost 
leadership, the manufacturer wanted to reduce costs associated with product manufacture 
and assembly. The company needed a product lifecycle management solution to support 
its strategy that would enable employees from multiple business functions to quickly and 
easily share and collaborate on cost-optimized product ideas.

How Can Transparency Across the 
Product Development Process Help 
Improve Competitive Advantage?



Endress+Hauser Level+Pressure deployed the SAP® Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) 
application to:
• Support an approach based on design for manufacturing and assembly, promoting the development of products 

that are easy to assemble and based on price-optimized parts 
• Improve the transparency of production costs as a result of functionality for detailed product cost tracking within 

SAP PLM
• Provide increased visibility into product development processes for employees across development, production, 

and services 
• Cut product development lead time by up to six weeks, thanks to improved collaboration across international 

and functional teams
• Share detailed design information by accessing design data from CAD and non-CAD systems using the 

SAP Engineering Control Center integration tool

By reducing manufacturing and assembly costs, the company 
can offer products to customers at a lower price.

“Deploying SAP® Product Lifecycle Management was a big step forward for us. Now, we 
can find all CAD files to share detailed design information across the company on one 
system.”
Dr. Volker Frey, IT Strategy Expert, Endress+Hauser Level+Pressure 
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